
On December 1, 2010, Facebook updated its Promotions 
Guidelines. The most significant change is that promotions 
agencies and other entities who wish to administer a 
promotion through Facebook are no longer required to 
consult with a Facebook account representative to have 
promotions materials reviewed and do not need to obtain 
prior written approval to run the promotion. In addition, there 
is no longer a requirement for “meeting a minimum media 
spend threshold to support the promotion.” All promotions 
on Facebook are still subject to Facebook’s Promotions 
Guidelines, Advertising Guidelines, and Platform Policies, 
and all promotions must be administered on Facebook 
Platform. Some of the requirements for promotions have  
not changed such as: 

You can only allow users to enter the promotion on the 
canvas page of the application or on the application box  
in a tab on a Facebook Page; 

You must provide an acknowledgement that the promotion 
is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or 
associated with, Facebook.

Facebook provides some examples of  what you can and 
cannot do when conducting a promotion on Facebook: 
You cannot condition entry in the promotion upon a user 
providing content on Facebook, such as posting on a Wall of  
a Page, uploading a photo, or posting a status update. You 
can use a third-party application to condition entry to the 
promotion upon a user providing content to the application. 
For example, you may administer a photo contest whereby 
a user uploads a photo to a third-party application to enter 
the contest. You cannot administer a promotion that users 
automatically enter by liking your Page, checking in to your 
Place or connecting to your Platform integration. You can 

require entrants to like your Page, check in to your Place or 
connect to your Platform integration before they provide their 
full entry information, such as name and contact information. 
You cannot notify winners through Facebook, such as 
through Facebook messages, chat, or posts on profiles or 
Pages. You can collect an email address or postal address 
through the third-party application for the promotion in order 
to contact the winner by email or postal mail. You cannot 
instruct people (in the rules or elsewhere) to sign up for a 
Facebook account before they enter the promotion. You can 
instruct users to visit the third-party application to enter the 
promotion. Since users must have a Facebook account in 
order to access an application on the Facebook Platform, if  
you give this instruction, they will be prompted to sign up for 
a Facebook account if  they do not already have one.

If you received this alert from someone else and would like to  
be added to the distribution list, please send an email to  
alerts@loeb.com and we will be happy to include you in the 
distribution of future reports.

This alert is a publication of Loeb & Loeb and is intended to provide 
information on recent legal developments. This alert does not create 
or continue an attorney client relationship nor should it be construed 
as legal advice or an opinion on specific situations. 

Circular 230 Disclosure: To ensure compliance with Treasury 
Department rules governing tax practice, we inform you that 
any advice contained herein (including any attachments) (1) 
was not written and is not intended to be used, and cannot be 
used, for the purpose of avoiding any federal tax penalty that 
may be imposed on the taxpayer; and (2) may not be used 
in connection with promoting, marketing or recommending to 
another person any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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